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Automated Calling System
Increase dispatching efficiency: Communicate and fill missing shifts instantly.
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Employee Scheduling
Save time: Effortlessly create and send schedules in minutes.
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Absence Management
Improve adaptability:  Identify and replace absent employees in no time.
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Timesheet Management
Minimize labor cost: Keep track of hours worked, reduce non-billable overtime, and automate premium calculations.
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Team Communication
Facilitate collaboration:  Share news seamlessly and instantly on multiple platforms.


Discover how our software can help you improve your daily operations
Book a demo
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Security
Optimize security guard scheduling and dispatching for peak efficiency.
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Healthcare
Empower front-line heroes with intelligent scheduling solutions.
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Staffing Agency
Elevate service quality through optimal staffing operations.
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Shift Workers
Simplify shift filling, mitigate labor shortages seamlessly.


From security agencies to healthcare, find out how we can adapt to your reality
Book a demo





Resources

About us 
Revitalize workplace collaboration with human-centric technology.


Blog
Expert tips and resources for effective workforce management.


Careers
Merinio careers: begin your exceptional journey with us.






SupportLoginTalk to Us
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